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This year too,we are proposing an informal, convivial and international opportunity for discussion

and reflection among individuals and organisations engaged in building an analysis and a critique of

what we may call the technoworld. A world which is going through an epoch-making paradigm

shift, where all bodies and our very experience have become one of the most important new raw

materials. Engineering of the living and digital control are increasingly replacing a large part of the

previous  market  of  commodities,  which  are  becoming  obsolete.  On  a  planet  which  has  been

plundered well beyond its biological limits, the re-designing through synthetic biology and artificial

reproduction in a  eugenic key of human beings and their  management  represents the new path

forward. This of course for those who will be included in the new power arrangement, for the others

no plans have emerged, or perhaps the fact that they have not been presented is already an answer in

itself, they will certainly not be satisfied with merely marginalising a part of the world. 

For those who ask where the current system, based on systematic exploitation of the planet, can find

a way to reorganise itself, incorporating into its discourse the farce of sustainability, the answer lies

in taking over human beings themselves: managed, influenced and addressed in their behaviour so

that they themselves produce processes which can turn them into commodities. This is the true

essence of green and sustainable policies to save the planet from so many catastrophes, of which

climate catastrophe is only a part. Human beings who will soon be genetically edited in a process of

ongoing perfectibility, where the body will be seen as a limit to be overcome, where what is human

will be considered an error, and must therefore continuously adapt to a machine world. A techno-

scientific adaptability which will become the only possibility. We can now seem how the cybernetic

paradigm, according to which “the environment we live in has always been so radically modified

that today we are forced to modify ourselves”, takes a material and dramatic shape.

One of the main motors of this process is so-called artificial intelligence, increasingly pervasive,

which does not impose is will by force, but is moving into every sphere of our existence, without

giving  us  time  to  understand  where  and  when  this  process  began,  and  especially  makes  it

superfluous or impossible to understand its more profound processes.

In these months, we have been seeing how quickly the 5G network is being launched in the world,

and  how  this  merely  represents  the  beginning  of  the  overwhelming  flow  of  the  internet  of

commodified bodies. We have also seen in China the management and control of millions of people

through  the  5G  network  and  other  surveillance  technologies,  in  order  to  handle  the  quickly

spreading Coronavirus contagion. Control and management on such a vast scale has never before



been seen o attempted. An experiment which closely involves the international scientific milieu, the

one that wears a white smock over camouflage: never has such a huge laboratory been thought of

before, and the old form of totalitarianism, in a large part of the world, is fading off to make way to

soft control and management of bodies, more effective however than repression and barbed wire. As

supporters of artificial intelligence and their transhumanist fans have  repeatedly announced, the

real strength and power of these technologies lies in the fact that they intervene in dealing with the

new and most critical challenges the planet will be facing in the near future. We have become used

to war as a model for reinforcing power and creating and managing new markets.  Today, there is

also  something  new:  a  cybernetic  and  transhumanist  paradigm which  expresses  itself  through

algorithms, often leaving it to these to solve problems, something which is blended in the lab with

surprising efficiency, where apps and prescriptions dressed up as suggestions sent by smartphone in

China have turned millions of people into sanitary prison guards of themselves. 

Around us, profound transformations need to be understood, the analyses we make with the usual

interpretations are limited and reductive, they are not able to grasp today’s transformations, power

evolves and so must our analyses: this is the basis for undertaking and assigning priorities to fight

for. How can one fight something one does not know? What one cannot understand? There are

fundamental  epochal  shifts  going  on,  shifts  we  need  to  understand.  We  have  to  see  in  which

direction power is moving, before it fully implements its projects, so we do not come too late, and

especially so they do not find us once again unprepared.

It is with this spirit that we are organising this year a second meeting, scheduled for the month of

July, in order to involve organisations and individuals from various countries already engaged in a

profound and clear analysis of the present, and actively involved in opposition to the developments

of techno-sciences. An involvement which may break the glass window of inevitability through

which too many stare passively at the course of events. A meeting to reinforce critical thinking in

discussion with other organisations and individuals, who may follow different paths, but share a

common desire to understand what is going on around us.

We  shall  focus  on  smart  cities,  5G  networks,  artificial  intelligence,  transhumanism,  artificial

reproduction  of  human  beings,  genetic  engineering  and  redesigning  of  living  beings  through

synthetic biology.  

The programme, place of meeting and exact dates will be made known shortly.
Since this meeting is entirely self-organised and with very limited means, please help us spread this
text wherever there may be listening ears and burning hearts, worried about the near future which
is already our present.
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